CAREER MATCH REPORT

PROFESSIONAL CV AND LINKEDIN WRITING SERVICE

Professional CV Writing Service
If you want to land job interviews in a competitive market, you need a high-quality
CV that sells you in the best possible way.
Our professional CV service will provide you with a brand new CV that is tailored
for the job or job sector that you are aiming at. Some hard work will be required by
both you and our CV writers, culminating in an intensive telephone consultation
that is necessary to ensure that specific and detailed information can be gathered
from you to create a compelling CV.
We do not just repackage your existing CV – we conduct a complete reconstruction
based on the new data we are gathering to ensure that you have a CV specifically
aligned for the jobs you are seeking.
The first draft of your new CV will be produced within 5 working days. Once you
have this, you can discuss with your CV Writer any changes or additions you want
before the final version.
This professional service costs £199 which is great value when you consider what
potential earnings you will gain from landing a new job with this CV

LinkedIn Profiles
Having a strong online presence is becoming more and more important in your job
search quest. Recruiters and employers are increasingly looking at your digital
footprint before making employment decisions, so a strong LinkedIn that aligns
with your personal branding is vital as this seems to be the medium of choice at
the moment.
Our LinkedIn service will create or revamp your profile to produce strong content
with results-orientated specifics that sells you in the best possible way. Whether
you are actively searching for new jobs or just want a profile that provides a
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professional synopsis of your business, Careerlicious knows how to design,
structure and create information that will impress people that view your profile.
Many people think that their LinkedIn profile should be a cut and paste job from
their current CV. This is a mistake though as with LI, you have a much greater
opportunity to add personality to the profile with details that tell readers more
about you as a person.
Our LinkedIn service costs £125 and includes a telephone consultation where one
of our writer’s will work with you to really understand how you want to target the
profile and the details of your relevant career experience. They can also advise
you on other related LI functions such as job searching, networking and building an
online reputation.

S P E C IA L O F F E R
Why not take advantage of a combination offer and order a CV and LI profile
service together for a price of £225. This equates to a £99 saving on the price you
would pay from ordering each service separately.
To order any of our services, head to our CV pages now

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Careerlicious/422461167873506?ref=hl
https://twitter.com/Careerlicious
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCq-CuChpApcAttY1x1INNHg
https://plus.google.com/102585008895607915802/posts
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